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Does food affect acute inflammatory bowel disease? The role of parenteral nutrition, elemental and exclusion diets

Recommendations concerning nutritional and dietary treatment of inflammatory bowel disease can be bewildering and at times stretch credibility. There are several fairly radical approaches for patients with active disease which are invariably expensive, difficult to implement and largely invalidated by control trials. Each method has enthusiastic protagonists, but none has gained universal acceptance and most clinicians prefer to watch developments from the sidelines with healthy scepticism, tempered by a feeling of insecurity lest they should fail to recognise some important clinical advance. Diseased bowel, nutritional status and diet must surely be inter-related. Attempts to draw together strands of truth from the entangled skein of observations are made difficult because many reports are uncontrolled and contain small numbers of mixed groups of patients with Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis who have usually been given several treatments simultaneously, so that the effect of nutritional manipulation may be difficult to decipher.

Most of us would be reluctant to adopt wholesale regimes such as total parenteral nutrition, elemental diets, or ‘patient tailored’ exclusion diets, which are difficult to manage while their benefits remain unconfirmed. We will discuss some of the available evidence for the value of these measures.

Acute ulcerative colitis, sufficiently severe to warrant hospital admission is uncommon, but should medical treatment then fail, surgery with colectomy still carries a high mortality. In these circumstances any medical measure which may decrease the number of deaths or avert surgery, deserves special consideration. In this issue of Gut a collaborative study from St. Mark’s Hospital, London and L’Hopital Charles Nicolle, Rouen has examined the value of ‘bowel rest’ with parenteral nutrition over seven days, compared with oral diet in patients with severe colitis given 60 mg intravenous prednisolone daily. Twenty seven had ulcerative colitis of whom 14 required early surgery, with three associated deaths; there was no significant difference in the need for surgery between those given bowel rest (nine of 15) compared with oral diet (five of 12). These findings are similar to those in the only previous controlled study which included 27 patients with severe ulcerative colitis. Numbers are small, but these two studies suggest that bowel rest with parenteral nutrition does not appear to be valuable in this situation. This should perhaps not come as a surprise, as early surgical attempts to isolate and ‘rest’ the colon in patients with severe ulcerative colitis were disappointing, and patients with a retained rectal stump after colectomy often have continuing severe
proctitis. The severity of the inflammatory disease must determine the outcome and any improvement in nutrition from hyperalimentation is presumably of little consequence during this stormy period.

Acute Crohn's disease on the other hand, has been treated with various dietary measures for which claims of substantial benefit have been made. In Crohn's disease the clinical course is often different from ulcerative colitis, because in addition to the consequences of acutely inflamed bowel, small intestinal resections and strictures may contribute to the declining nutritional state. Emergency surgery is not often necessary and provided clinical remission is established by some means, patients then can remain well with minimal treatment for a variable period. In the collaborative study reported in this issue, none of the 16 patients with acute colitis caused by Crohn's disease needed emergency surgery, and only one of nine in the Leeds group had early surgery. High doses of steroids often produce clinical remission with diminished symptoms and disease activity, but as they are not always effective and patients are often in a poor nutritional state, the additional value of elemental diets and parenteral nutrition have been examined with encouraging results.

Although the initial aim was to improve nutrition during periods of active disease, investigators also gained the impression that disease activity appeared to fall and clinical remissions followed. Most of the patients were also given steroids, making it difficult to interpret the outcome in a decisive way. Controlled trials involving complex nutritional feeds alone are difficult to conduct in patients with active disease, but this was done in a study from Northwick Park, Harrow. Twenty one acutely ill patients were randomised to receive either prednisolone 0.75 mg/kg/day, or an elemental diet (Vivonex) for four weeks. Clinical and biochemical measurements at four and 12 weeks showed similar improvements in the two groups, supporting previous uncontrolled observations. A parallel, but more radical approach has been to give total parenteral nutrition as the sole therapy to patients with severe disease. One study of 30 patients (without controls) had three weeks' hospital treatment followed by nine weeks at home, during which time no medication or oral intake was allowed. Early surgery was avoided in 25 of these, who returned to work and ate normal meals without any medical support. The cumulative recurrence rate however, was 60% in the subsequent two years, which is not a particularly high figure for patients who had severe disease and were not given steroids. The policy of most clinicians would be to try and ensure the remission was maintained by steroids in patients who had severe disease.

Few patients would tolerate, or indeed need such major changes in feeding over prolonged periods and the extent to which elemental diets and parenteral nutrition are used, would be limited by cost, manpower and genuine reservations about need for anything other than very short periods in severe disease. Their potential value in producing clinical remission is worthy of note, but we should perhaps not be too surprised at this, because both treatments rest the bowel. Early surgical procedures which depended on bypassing and therefore 'resting' obstructed inflamed bowel usually improved symptoms, nutrition and disease activity. Most patients tolerate normal food, which may occasionally have to be puréed for those with strictures producing persistent symptoms of obstruction, although
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does these patients usually require a surgical resection to establish a stable remission.

One can only speculate on the reasons for clinical improvement with bowel rest in Crohn's disease. On the simplest level one might expect rest to promote healing — but how? Some considerations which may be relevant include the antigenic role of food proteins and bacteria, increased permeability of the mucosa to these antigens and the patients immunological and nutritional status. Immune mediated mechanisms are implicated in Crohn's disease where cell mediated immune function is often impaired, but this may be a consequence of active disease or even malnutrition, rather than a primary phenomenon. The number of T cell lymphocytes in Crohn's disease increases towards normal with improvement in nutrition, which is a phenomenon also well recognised in the tropics in patients with malnutrition. Improvement in immunological function as a consequence of improved nutrition may also reduce disease activity. Many of the improvements observed in patients given elemental diets, however, have occurred early in the study before significant changes in nutrition occurred. Elemental diets and exclusion surgery not only change the antigenic load from food protein but probably also modify the intestinal flora and a combination of these two factors may play a significant role in the disease. Healing with a return towards normal in the gut permeability may then allow reintroduction of normal diet without immediate problems. A working hypothesis along these lines has a ring of truth about it, but does nothing to explain the apparent failure of bowel rest in ulcerative colitis, which must remain an enigma.

What can one say about diets which exclude specific foods for individual Crohn's patients? We would like to believe in their value with sufficient conviction to embark on the involved measures required for their implementation, but have considerable reservations. The recently reported controlled trial from Cambridge dealt with only 20 patients and although the rate of relapse was higher in the 10 controls given a high fibre diet, nine of them had previously been on steroids compared with only five of 10 on the 'exclusion diet' and the distribution of disease was also different. Were the groups strictly comparable? We accept that food intolerance producing a variety of abdominal symptoms occurs up to four times more often than in normal controls and this is particularly true for vegetables, cereals, and dairy products. Most patients spontaneously tailor their diet to exclude items which offend. Whether or not a detailed series of challenge tests over several weeks would produce better long term results is a matter on which we are doubtful. With others, we would like to see more data from more centres.
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